
 



Electrically tunable liquid crystal optical
microresonators
M. Humar1, M. Ravnik2, S. Pajk3 and I. Muševič1,2*

Because of their small mode volume and high Q-factors, optical microresonators are interesting for applications such
as laser sources, active filters and all-optical switches. Especially interesting are tunable resonators, in which the
resonance frequency tuning by size, shape, temperature or electric field can be achieved. Here we demonstrate electrically
tunable, low-loss whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) resonators made of nematic liquid crystal droplets, embedded in a
polymer matrix. The shift in resonant frequencies is achieved via electric field-induced structural distortion of the
birefringent liquid crystal resonator medium. Nematic liquid crystal microresonators have a large tuning range of the order
of 20 nm at 2.6 V mm21 for a �600 nm WGM in 17-mm-diameter droplets and high Q-factors up to �12,000 in 33-mm-
diameter droplets. The tunability is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than usually achieved in solid-
state microresonators.

I
n spherical microresonators1 the light is trapped inside a micro-
sphere by total internal reflection at the interface between the
microsphere and the surrounding medium. The light can be con-

sidered circulating inside the microsphere by multiple total internal
reflections at the interface. The resonance condition for circulating
light is fulfilled if the light reaches the original point with the same
phase after one circulation. These kind of resonances are usually
referred to as whispering-gallery-modes (WGMs) or morphology-
dependent resonances. They usually have small mode volumes
and very high Q-factors and are therefore interesting for appli-
cations such as laser sources, active filters and all-optical switches2.
Especially interesting are tunable resonators, in which resonance
frequency tuning by size, shape, temperature or electric field has
been reported. Mechanical shape control results in large frequency
shifts3,4, but is slow, inaccurate and impractical for real applications.
Electrical tuning of solid-state microresonators simplifies inte-
gration with other electric components, but the shift of the resonant
frequencies is usually quite small5–8.

Nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) are orientationally ordered, opti-
cally uniaxial complex fluids, in which rod-like molecules are prefer-
entially aligned into a direction dictated by the external field or
confining surfaces9. When an external a.c. electric field is applied
to a NLC sandwiched between confining surfaces, molecules tend
to align with their long axes into the field direction to minimize
the elastic and electric energy. This causes collective reorientations
of NLC molecules, and the liquid crystal is elastically distorted. As
the NLC molecules are usually strongly anchored at the confining
surfaces of the device, the elastic deformation provides restoring
torques, which drive the NLC into an original configuration, once
the field is switched off. Owing to their high birefringence (typically
0.1–0.2) and large optical response to the external electric field,
NLCs are now widely used in liquid-crystal displays, two-dimen-
sional spatial light modulators and optical switches. Electrically
tunable optical devices such as cholesteric liquid-crystal lasers10–15,
beam-steering devices with a liquid-crystal cladding layer, tunable
two-dimensional photonic nematic colloidal crystals16 and solid-
state optical microresonators with a NLC cladding layer5 have
been demonstrated.

Here we show that small nematic droplets embedded in a
polymer matrix are low-loss optical microresonators, which can
be tuned efficiently by an external electric field. The orientation of
liquid-crystal (LC) molecules at the surface of the microresonators
is perpendicular, resulting in a radial nematic structure with a
topological defect in the centre. The optical tunability is achieved
by electric-field-induced elastic structural deformation of the
nematic LC, filling the cavity. This changes the index of refraction
for light circulating inside the birefringent microcavity and
induces a WGM shift with increasing electric field.

Nematic liquid crystal droplet microresonators
Liquid-crystal microresonators are spherical LC microdroplets, sus-
pended in a supporting polymer matrix. They were prepared by
mixing a small amount (�5%) of fluorescently labelled NLC E12
(a commercial mixture of cyanobiphenyl NLCs) and polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS). Polymer dispersions of NLC droplets have been
studied extensively in the past17, but individual droplets have
never been considered as tunable optical resonators.

A micrograph of a typical microdroplet of E12 in PDMS is shown
in unpolarized light and between crossed polarizers in Fig. 1a,b,
respectively. A uniaxial cross in Fig. 1b clearly indicates that the
internal structure of the director field, describing molecular orien-
tation inside a spherical cavity, is radial18, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1c. This means that NLC molecules are aligned perpendicu-
larly to the surface of the microcavity, which creates splay elastic dis-
tortion of the NLC9; and a point topological defect, called the radial
hedgehog defect appears in the centre of the droplet19. We observe
fluorescence only inside the NLC droplets, which indicates that the
dye has not diffused into the surrounding PDMS.

When the dye-doped E12 microdroplet of�10 mm diameter was
illuminated with a tightly focused 514 nm laser beam near its edge, a
bright spot was observed on the other side of the droplet as can be
seen in Fig. 1d. A stripe of light in between these two points, which
is in fact a light ring along the circumference of the microcavity, is
also clearly visible, which means that we are observing WGMs in a
LC droplet. The analysis of the polarization shows that the WGM
mode is polarized along the line that connects the two bright
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spots. The intensity profile and the polarization indicate that the
light circulates mainly in the y–z plane and that the electric field
of the WGM is oscillating in the radial direction, as illustrated in
Fig. 1e and in more detail in Supplementary Figs S1 and S2. The
WGM is therefore a transverse magnetic (TM) mode, which is in
agreement with the structure of the NLC inside the microresonator.
Namely, as the LC molecules are oriented perpendicularly to the
surface of the microresonator (shown by black radial lines in
Fig. 1e), the two transverse electric (TE) and TM polarizations
sense quite different refractive indices during their circulation.
The TM polarization, with its electric field oscillating in a radial
direction, (see Supplementary Fig. S2) senses a larger dielectric con-
stant along the long axis of the molecules, corresponding to the
extraordinary index (ne¼ 1.74). On the other hand, the electric
field of the TE mode oscillates perpendicularly to the long axis of
the molecules (Supplementary Fig. S2) and senses the ordinary
index, which is much lower (no¼ 1.52). Taking into account the
refractive index of the surrounding PDMS (ns¼ 1.43), only TM
modes have an index contrast large enough to be supported by a
small NLC microresonator.

The spectrum of light, emitted from a 10-mm-diameter E12
microdroplet in PDMS is presented in Fig. 2a. WGM resonances
are clearly resolved above the fluorescent background. We observe

that for this size droplet, only one polarization is supported by
the resonator and this set of modes corresponds to the fundamental
(n¼ 1) WGM TM modes20. Here, n is the radial number of the
mode, which determines the number of maxima in the radial inten-
sity distribution inside the sphere20. A single set of fundamental
modes is a quite unique feature of NLC microresonators compared
with other similar systems, which usually have both polarizations
present. However, the WGM spectrum from a larger (12.6 mm)
droplet of E12, seen in Fig. 2b, shows an additional set of WGM
resonances, which correspond to higher radial TM modes. In
even larger droplets, we expect that the TE modes would appear
as well. Mode numbers in Fig. 2a,b were determined by fitting the
experimental spectra to the resonant frequencies, as calculated
within the theory of WGMs in radial anisotropic dielectric micro
spheres. As the material parameters are not known exactly, the
angular mode numbers l are determined with the precision of +1.

The inset to Fig. 2b shows details in a narrow band of the WGM
spectra, measured with a high-resolution micro-Raman spec-
trometer in a 53-mm-diameter droplet. The linewidth of the reson-
ance is very low, Dl¼ 0.055 nm, and the LC cavity Q-factor is of the
order of �12,000. This means that losses due to scattering of light
on thermally induced orientational fluctuations of LC molecules
are very small9. The Q-factor depends on the size of the droplet
and losses due to leakage, but is still very high: we obtain Q�
4,000–6,000 in 10–13 mm droplets and Q . 10,000 in droplets
larger than 30 mm. Linewidths of emission lines that have been
reported in lasing experiments in liquid crystals are of the order
of 0.3� 0.4 nm in dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystals12,13,
0.11 nm in dye-doped liquid crystal blue phases14, and 0.06 nm in
order-parameter optimized dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystals15.

Theory of WGMs in anisotropic microspheres
In general, WGMs are decomposed components of the full electric
field in the resonator and therefore have to satisfy Maxwell’s
equations for the given dielectric profile and surface conditions.
To characterize the observed spectra in our spherical birefringent
microresonators, where the local optical axis points into the radial
direction, we calculated the resonant frequencies by using analytical
solutions of Mie type for the electric and magnetic field, as obtained
in ref. 21. The electric field in a given mode is uniquely characterized
by the polarization (TE or TM) and three mode numbers n, l and m,
corresponding to the radial, azimuthal and polar directions, respect-
ively. The electric field E and magnetic field H are expanded into a
series of eigenfunctions. In spherical geometry, with spherically
symmetric dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability, the
eigenfunctions in radial direction are spherical Bessel or spherical
Hankel functions of the first kind, whereas in the azimuthal and
polar directions the eigen-functions are spherical harmonics21.
Here we show only the constitutive equations for the radial func-
tions Zl

(a)(kr) and Zl
(b)(kr), which determine the radial profile of

both electric and magnetic field:
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Here, mo (me) is the ordinary (extraordinary) magnetic permeability,
eo (ee) is the ordinary (extraordinary) dielectric permittivity, so (se)
is the ordinary (extraordinary) electric conductivity, and the
complex wave vector k2¼ moeov

2/c2 2 imosom0v. c is the speed of
light in a vacuum and m0 is the induction constant. Liquid-crystal
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Figure 1 | Light in liquid-crystal microdroplets. a, Microdroplet of nematic

liquid crystal E12 in PDMS. b, The same droplet under crossed polarizers.

c, Structure of the director field inside the microdroplet, deduced from

b. The lines (that is, the director field) present the direction of orientation of

LC molecules. d, Detected light intensity under illumination by a strongly

focused beam of the Arþ laser tweezers, illuminating the submicrometre-

sized spot near the rim of the droplet, indicated by the black cross.

e, Schematic view of the excitation of WGMs in a LC droplet by a focused

Arþ laser (green light illuminating the spot on the droplet), and detection of

the radiated WGM light (red light). A TM WGM is shown, with its electric

field oscillating in a radial direction.
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materials have their ordinary and extraordinary permeabilities close
to unity, mo, me� 1þ 1026 (ref. 9), therefore one can approximate
mo/me� 1. In addition, they are typically not conductive, so it
can be assumed that so¼ se¼ 0. Note, that the assumption that
mo¼me¼ 1 implies that no ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
eo
p

and ne ¼
ffiffiffiffi
ee
p

. These approxi-
mations simplify equations 1 and 2, such that Zl

(a) (kr) is identified
as a spherical Bessel or spherical Hankel function Zl

(a) (kr)¼
	 jl

hl



(kr),

respectively, with integer order l, whereas Zl
(b)(kr) is a spherical

Bessel or spherical Hankel function Zl
(a) (kr)¼

	 jl

hl



(kr) with non-

integer order ~l ¼ ~lðlÞ ¼ ð�1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4ðno=neÞ2lðl þ 1Þ

p
Þ=2. Having deter-

mined the radial functions, one can write the full electric field and
magnetic field inside (spherical Bessel functions) and outside
(spherical Hankel functions) the resonator. After coupling the sol-
utions for either TE or TM polarization at the surface of the resona-
tor, characteristic equations are obtained for the resonant frequencies
vnl in dielectrically anisotropic sphere, with local optical axis in the
radial direction (radial anisotropic sphere):
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Equation 3 determines the TE mode and equation 4 the TM
mode, fnl¼ vnlnoa/c, f̃nl¼ vnlnsa/c, and a is radius of the
sphere. Interestingly, the characteristic equation for the TE mode
in the radial anisotropic sphere is equivalent to the TE mode in
an isotropic sphere with the ordinary refractive index, whereas the
TM mode couples to both ordinary and extraordinary refractive
indices. Note that by making no¼ ne, equations 3 and 4 are equiv-
alent to the characteristic equations of an isotropic spherical resona-
tor20. Equations 3 and 4 are solved numerically with standard
numerical computer packages (for example, Mathematica 7.0).

Figure 3 shows resonant frequencies (wavelengths) of n¼ 1,2 TE
and TM modes in the experimentally accessible spectral range.

It is interesting that the spectra shows beating of the TE and TM
modes, which is caused by the decoupling of the phases in the TE
and TM electromagnetic waves and is a direct consequence of TE
and TM polarizations experiencing either an ordinary or extra-
ordinary refractive index. For given material parameters (ne¼ 1.74,
no¼ 1.52, ns¼ 1.43) and droplet size 2a¼ 15 mm, we find a beat
frequency (wavelength) of �30–40 nm in the presented frequency
range. The n¼ 1 and n¼ 2 modes of single polarization are
roughly equidistant in the spectra (spectral distance of two sequential
n¼ 1 and n¼ 2 mode changes for �0.3 nm over �60 nm spectral
range) and can therefore qualitatively be thought as of doublets.
This is in agreement with our experimental spectra for larger drop-
lets, presented in Fig. 2b.

Tuning of WGMs by external electrical field
As the nematic liquid crystals are well known for their very large
optical response to external fields, we have applied an external a.c.
electric field of frequency 50 kHz to the NLC microresonator, as
shown in the schematic drawing in Fig. 4. Figure 4a,b present micro-
photographs of a 9.3 mm microdroplet, as observed between crossed
polarizers at an applied field of 1.9 VRMS mm21 and 2.6 VRMS mm21,
respectively. Comparison to the polarized image of the microresona-
tor at zero voltage, shown in Fig. 1b, reveals that large differences in
the internal structure of the NLC inside the microresonator have
been induced at already moderate fields. The evolution of the
radial nematic structure in a spherical microdroplet with increasing
electric field has been studied before18. Owing to the conservation of
topological charge19, the radial hedgehog defect, at zero field located
in the centre of the droplet, cannot be annihilated, but can be trans-
formed into other defect structures. As a result, the internal struc-
ture of the NLC in the microresonator evolves with increasing
field, as illustrated in Fig. 4c,d. At moderate fields, the molecules
in the interior of the resonator tend to align more and more into
the field direction as shown in Fig. 4c, whereas their orientation at
the surface is less perturbed. The radial hedgehog point defect is
still located at the centre of the droplet, but is now accompanied
with a disk-like region of strong distortion, lying in the plane per-
pendicular to the field. At very high fields, this disk breaks up at a
certain threshold voltage and the NLC in the interior of the resona-
tor is nearly perfectly aligned into the field direction. The radial
point hedgehog defect opens into a þ1/2 defect ring, which is
expelled to the surface of the microresonator, and is similar (but
of opposite winding number) to the Saturn ring22, encircling the
resonator at the NLC–PDMS interface.
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Figure 2 | Spectrum of light circulating in a liquid-crystal droplet. a, A single set of WGM resonances is observed in a 10.1 mm droplet of E12 in PDMS,

corresponding to the lowest radial modes (n¼ 1) with TM polarization. b, In a larger radial birefringent droplet (12.6 mm) second radial modes appear with

n¼ 2. The inset shows details of a WGM spectral line in a 53 mm-diameter E12 droplet. The linewidth is approximately 0.055 nm, and the LC cavity Q-factor

is of the order of �12,000. This spectrum was measured using a high-resolution micro-Raman spectrophotometer.
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The electric-field-induced transformation of the internal struc-
ture of the NLC, filling the microresonator, should have an impor-
tant impact on the resonant frequencies of the WGMs. A close look
at the orientational distribution of the long axis of the molecules,
which is the direction of largest dielectric susceptibility, reveals
that the dielectric constant for TM WGM mode is strongly
reduced in the region where circulating light of the WGM mode
crosses the defect ring (shaded regions in Fig. 4d). This means an
effective decrease of the optical path length of the TM WGM, and
the WGM resonances should shift towards shorter wavelengths
with increasing electric field.

The expected decrease of the wavelength of TM WGM reson-
ances in radial NLC microresonators is indeed observed in the
experiments, and is presented in Fig. 5a. At very small fields,
there is little influence of the field. Between 0.5 VRMS mm21 and
the voltage where the transition to the þ1/2 defect ring occurs,
the wavelength-shift decreases nearly linearly with increasing elec-
tric field up to �3 VRMS mm21. The shift has no hysteresis and is
completely reversible. The switching speed between two wave-
lengths is limited by the response time of the NLC to the field
and is of the order of ten milliseconds. The electric-field-induced
WGM shift depends on the diameter of the NLC microresonator,
but is as high as 20 nm at 2.6 VRMS mm21 in 17 mm diameter

radial E12 microresonators, as shown in Fig. 5b. This value is one
to two orders of magnitude larger than already published values
for electrical tuning. More importantly the spectral shift exceeds
the free spectral range, meaning that the resonator frequencies
can be shifted to any value. Comparing the tuning range with
other techniques, Maune et al.5 report a 0.22 nm shift of the
WGM resonances in silicon-on-insulator ring resonators by apply-
ing 20 V across an �10 mm electrode gap, where the NLC was used
as a tunable cladding layer on top of the ring resonator. Piegdon
et al.6 have used 5CB liquid crystal as a cladding layer over 3 mm
GaAs microdisks with InAs quantum dots and found irreversible
electric tuning of 6 nm at a saturation voltage of 30 V. Wang
et al.7 report WGM shifts of 0.4 nm by applying 300 V across an
�200 mm gap in lithium niobate microring resonators. Kiraz
et al.8 report the tuning of WGMs of 4.7 nm at 400 V in liquid
microdroplets standing on a superhydrophobic surface using electro-
wetting. We should note that in our experiments, we have not
reached the saturation regime at the maximum applied field of
2.6 VRMS mm21. For a given droplet, we can however estimate the
maximum possible WGM wavelength shift by calculating the
decrease of the optical path length between the initial radial
configuration and the asymptotic configuration at very high
fields. In this asymptotic regime, all molecules are perfectly
aligned into the field direction and the optical path length is
calculated by integrating the effective index of refraction
n ¼ ðnoneÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

o sin2ðfÞ þ n2
e cos2ðfÞ

p
around the circumference of the

droplet, where simultaneous rotation of the molecular axis by an
angle f with respect to the fixed reference frame is considered.
For E12, the maximum range of tunability is 6.7% or 41 nm
at 600 nm.

In addition to the linear increase of WGM frequencies with
increasing electric field, we also observe well defined peaks in the
intensity of the emitted light at discrete values of the field, shown
in Fig. 6a. These intensity peaks are observed when a frequency of
a WGM matches the frequency of the incoming 514 nm laser
light, as described in ref. 23 and schematically presented in
Fig. 6b. In this case the resonant coupling between the incoming
514.5 nm laser light and the particular WGM mode in resonant
condition, increases the amount of light entering the resonator.
As the amount of pumping light is strongly increased, this gives
rise to the fluorescence intensity of all of the WGM modes and
the emitted intensity increases strongly. The LC microdroplet reso-
nator therefore acts as a light valve, redirecting the incoming laser
light, and is in fact a conceptual step towards the realization of
the microcavity add-drop filter2. Whereas energy transfer in add-
drop filters is realized in the near field—that is, by tunnelling of
light across the gap, separating the ring resonator and the wave-
guide—we have here a ‘far-field’ realization of the add-drop filter,
where the resonant transfer of energy is of the same nature and
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appears when the cavity resonant frequency matches that of the
incoming light field.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated for the first time the use of LC
droplets as tunable optical microresonators with high Q-factors. The
electric-field tunability of WGM resonances is two orders of magni-
tude larger than has previously been known and Q-factors up to
�12,000 have been observed. Linear and reversible electrical
tuning is obtained, exceeding the free spectral range of the resona-
tor. Tuning ranges up to 40 nm at reasonable voltages could be
obtained with proper selection of LC materials. A theoretical analy-
sis of optical eigenmodes in a birefringent radial microresonator has
been performed, which is in qualitative agreement with exper-
iments. We have also demonstrated resonant transfer of light,
which can be controlled with an external electric field. The advan-
tage of LC microresonators is the simplicity of their self-formation,
their surprisingly high Q-factor and their large response to external
stimuli including low electric fields. In view of very low losses,
observed with radial nematic LC microcavities, a new concept of
light manipulation using soft matter has been demonstrated,
which could be extended to voltage-tunable optical microdevices,

surface-sensitive sensors, tunable microcavity lasers and soft
matter photonic circuits.

Methods
A solution of flourescent dye SPP-106 (rhodamine B tetradecyl ester chloride) in E12
was prepared as a resonator medium. E12 exhibits a nematic phase in the
temperature range of 210 8C to 59 8C. The refractive indices at room temperature
are no¼ 1.52 and ne¼ 1.74 at 590 nm. SPP-106 has advantages over plain
rhodamine B, as the non-polar tail of the dye ensures better solubility in the liquid
crystal and prevents the diffusion of the dye into the surrounding PDMS polymer.

PDMS polymer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was then prepared by mixing a 10:1
mass ratio of liquid silicon base and a curing agent. The LC was introduced to PDMS
and mechanically stirred forming small polydispersed droplets of sizes in the range
of 1 mm–20 mm. The mixture was enclosed into thin glass cells. These were made
from glass slides, covered with a thin indium-tin-oxide (ITO) layer, serving as an
electrode. Two glass slides were sandwiched into a cell, where the cell-gap was
controlled by polymer spacer of thickness 20 mm and the ITO electrodes were in the
interior. Prior to measurements the samples were left for 48 hours at room
temperature so that the PDMS polymer completely crosslinked.

To excite the WGM inside the LC droplets, an Arþ (514 nm) laser tweezers setup
was used. The laser light was focused by a 60� water immersion objective to a
submicrometre spot near the edge of the droplet. The fluorescent light was collected
through the same objective and sent through an optical fibre to the
spectrophotometer. An Ocean Optics USB4000 spectrophotometer with spectral
resolution of 1.5 nm and an Ocean Optics Maya 2000 Pro with spectral resolution of
0.03 nm were used. During the spectra collection, an external AC voltage of
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b, Range of tunability of E12 microresonators as a function of droplet diameter, determined at 2.6 VRMS mm21.
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Figure 6 | Electric tuning of the resonant transfer of external light to the liquid-crystal microcavity. a, Integral intensity, radiated from the LC microcavity, as

a function of the applied electric field. Note the intensity increase at discrete values of the electric field. b, Principle of resonant transfer of light through

tunable LC microcavity. Red vertical lines represent WGM resonances of the microcavity. When the external electric field is applied, this set of resonances

shifts as a whole towards shorter wavelengths. When the Arþ line (green vertical line) matches a particular WGM, external light is resonantly coupled into

the resonator, and the fluorescent emission of all WGM modes is strongly enhanced.
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0–2.6 VRMS mm21 and frequency of 50 kHz was applied to the PDMS layer
containing the droplets. High-resolution linewidth measurements were performed
on a Horiba Jobin Yvone LabRAM HR800 Raman spectrophotometer equipped
with a multi-channel, air cooled CCD detector, coupled to an Olympus BXFM
optical microscope. The resolution of the spectrophotometer was 0.019 nm per
detector pixel. The acquisition time was 1 s.
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